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Abstract
In this work, we extend ClariNet (Ping et al., 2019), a fully end-to-end speech
synthesis model (i.e., text-to-wave), to generate high-fidelity speech from multiple
speakers. To model the unique characteristic of different voices, low dimensional
trainable speaker embeddings are shared across each component of ClariNet and
trained together with the rest of the model. We demonstrate that the multi-speaker
ClariNet outperforms state-of-the-art systems in terms of naturalness, because the
whole model is jointly optimized in an end-to-end manner. 3
1 Introduction
There have been continuous efforts on synthesizing high-fidelity speech by computer. These so-called
text-to-speech (TTS) systems have various applications in human-computer interaction, assistive
technology, media and entertainment. In particular, deep learning-based TTS systems have evolved
at a rapid pace, starting from having multiple finely engineered neural networks for different com-
ponents (e.g., phoneme duration, fundamental frequency predictions) (Zen et al., 2013; Arık et al.,
2017; Arik et al., 2017), to text-to-spectrogram models connected with a separate vocoder (Wang
et al., 2017; Ping et al., 2018; Sotelo et al., 2017). ClariNet (Ping et al., 2019) is the first text-to-wave
neural architecture for speech synthesis, which converts text to raw waveform using a single neural
network trained from scratch. However, the original ClariNet is a single speaker system and not
aimed for generating various voices from different speakers.
In this paper, we augment ClariNet by adding the multi-speaker functionality to the system. Applying
a similar technique as Deep Voice 3 (Ping et al., 2018), we add speaker embedding as a bias to each
part of the network. We demonstrate that this modified version of ClariNet can generate unique
voices of more than one hundred speakers in higher quality than the state-of-the-art methods.
2 Related work
Deep learning-based TTS systems (Ling et al., 2015) can be categorized according to the structure
of the systems. Earlier systems including Deep Voice 1 (Arık et al., 2017) and Deep Voice 2 (Arik
et al., 2017) retain the traditional parametric TTS pipeline, which has separate grapheme-to-phoneme,
segmentation, phoneme duration, frequency, and waveform synthesis models. Building and tuning
such system require laborious feature engineering. In addition, each component within the system
is optimized separately and their errors can accumulate through the pipeline, which may lead to
sub-optimal performance, e.g., unnatural prosody.
∗These authors contributed equally to this work. Correspondence to <zhaokexin01@baidu.com>.
†Work done while interning at Baidu Research.
3Synthesized speech samples can be found in: https://multi-speaker-clarinet-demo.github.io/
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Figure 1: Overall architecture of multi-speaker ClariNet.
Figure 2: Overall architecture of the Gaussian autoregressive WaveNet. Shadowed arrow after the
dilated convolution layers depicts the skip connections, and GAU stands for gated activation unit.
Deep Voice 3 (Ping et al., 2018), Tacotron (Wang et al., 2017), Tacotron 2 (Shen et al., 2018),
Char2Wav (Sotelo et al., 2017), and ParaNet (Peng et al., 2019) are attention-based seq2seq mod-
els, which convert text to acoustic features (e.g., mel spectrogram) and have much more compact
architectures. To synthesize high-fidelity speech, one still needs to feed the predicted spectrogram to
a separately trained neural vocoder (Ping et al., 2018; Shen et al., 2018), such as WaveNet (Oord
et al., 2016). As demonstrated in (Ping et al., 2019), it may still result in sub-optimal performance as
text-to-spectrogram model and WaveNet are optimized separately. In contrast, ClariNet (Ping et al.,
2019) uses a variant of WaveNet conditioned on the hidden representation within the model, which is
jointly trained with the whole model in an end-to-end manner.
Building multi-speaker TTS systems is a long-standing task in speech synthesis research. In traditional
parametric TTS system (Yamagishi et al., 2009b), an average voice model is trained using all speakers’
data, which is then adapted to different speakers. There have been many recent works on neural
network-based multi-speaker TTS models in addition to Deep Voice 2 and Deep Voice 3. Several
deep learning-based systems (Fan et al., 2015; Yang et al., 2016) also build average voice model,
with i-vectors as inputs and speaker-dependent output layers for different speakers. Wu et al.
(Wu et al., 2015) empirically studies and compares DNN-based multi-speaker modeling methods.
VoiceLoop (Taigman et al., 2018) focuses on training the model with in-the-wild dataset and shows
that a simple buffer structure could produce high quality voices. All of these systems are built on
the pipelines with separately trained components. Our model is the first multi-speaker text-to-wave
system that is trained end-to-end from scratch and can produce high quality synthesized speech for a
hundred speakers.
3 Multi-speaker ClariNet
3.1 Architecture
We follow a similar architecture as the original ClariNet, which trains the text-to-wave model in
an end-to-end manner. Figure 1 depicts the overall architecture of the multi-speaker ClariNet.
Instead of connecting two separately trained models, one for generating spectral features (e.g., mel
spectrogram) and the other for synthesizing raw waveform, the model feeds the hidden state from the
first component to the vocoder through the bridge-net and trains the whole model jointly.
In addition, trainable speaker embeddings serve as conditional input throughout the whole network
and are stored in an embedding lookup table. The projected embeddings after a softsign function are
added as a bias to the convolution blocks within the encoder and decoder networks as in (Ping et al.,
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Figure 3: Architectures of (a) Bridge-net, (b) Convolution block, (c) Transposed convolution block,
and (d) Dilated convolution layer.
2018). They are also added to the bridge-net and the vocoder in a similar manner. Since ClariNet
is an end-to-end network where everything is jointly learned, adding speaker embeddings to each
component of the model allows them to learn better representations of the speaker characteristics,
which in turn improves the quality of the generated audios.
Single-speaker ClariNet consists of four components including encoder, decoder, bridge-net, and
vocoder. Since the same encoder-decoder structure as in Deep Voice 3 (Ping et al., 2018) and
ClariNet (Ping et al., 2019) is used for multi-speaker ClariNet, we skip the detailed description of the
encoder and decoder due to the space constraint and focus on the architecture of the speaker-dependent
bridge-net and WaveNet.
3.1.1 Bridge-net
Bridge-net is a non-causal convolutional processing block that connects the two main parts of the
system. It consists of a series of convolution blocks followed by a series of transposed convolution
blocks. The speaker embedding is added as a bias to each block after being projected by a fully
connected layer and softsign activated. The overall architecture of bridge-net is shown in Figure 3 (a).
The non-causality of the convolution blocks allows utilizing future information, which gathers more
knowledge for prediction. Also, transposed convolution is used to upsample the hidden representation
obtained from the convolution blocks from frame-level to sample-level. We can see the diagrams for
the convolution block and the transposed convolution block in Figures 3 (b) and (c), respectively.
3.1.2 Vocoder
As in single-speaker ClariNet, a Gaussian autoregressive WaveNet is used as the vocoder (shown
in Figure 2). WaveNet consists of multiple dilated convolution layers and the speaker embedding is
fed to each layer as a bias. Figure 3 (d) shows the detailed diagram of a single dilated convolution
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Table 1: Shared hyperparameters used for the three multi-speaker ClariNet models in our experiment.
Parameter Value
FFT Size 2048
FFT Window Size / Shift 1200 / 300
Reduction Factor 4
Speaker Embedding Dim. 32
Character Embedding Dim. 256
Encoder Layers / Conv. Width / Channels 7 / 5 / 128
Decoder Pre-net Affine Channels 128, 256
Decoder Layers / Conv. Width 6 / 5
Attention Channels 256
Positional Encoding Weight / Initial Rate 0.1 / 7.6
Bridge-net Conv Layers / Width / Channels 6 / 5 / 256
Dropout Keep Probability 0.95
Max. Gradient Norm 100.0
Gradient Clipping Max. Value 5.0
layer. The speaker embedding is also added to the input of each fully-connected layer at the end
of the architecture after a series of dilated convolution layers. Note that the transposed convolution
blocks in bridge-net upsample the frame-level hidden representations to sample-level and feed
these information as the local conditioner input to the vocoder. In this paper, we only discuss the
autoregressive WaveNet without knowledge distillation.
3.1.3 Objective function
We optimize a linear combination of the losses from decoder, bridge-net and vocoder. In our
experiments, we set the linear coefficients to 1 for simplicity. Instead of predicting the end of the
utterance with the done loss as in Deep Voice 3, we simply keep track of the most recent value of a
monotonic attention layer and stop when it reaches the last character, which is the period (“.”).
4 Experiments
In this section, we present several experiments to evaluate the proposed multi-speaker ClariNet. 4
4.1 Data and preprocessing
We train our multi-speaker ClariNet model on the VCTK dataset (Yamagishi et al., 2009a), which
consists of audio recordings from 108 speakers, with approximately 400 utterances for each speaker
and a total duration of ∼44 hours. The audios are downsampled from 48 KHz to 24 KHz. Also, we
clip the leading silence of audios but keep the trailing silence. Keeping the trailing silence helps
preventing the clicking sound or sharp noise at the end of the synthesized audios. We use log-mel
spectrogram with 80 bands as decoder input. ·
4.2 Multi-speaker ClariNet
Similar to (Arık et al., 2017), the WaveNet component of our multi-speaker ClariNet model employs a
stack of dilated convolution blocks, where each block has 10 layers and the dilation is doubled at each
layer, {1, 2, 4, . . . , 512}. We add the output hidden states of 128 channels from each layer through
skip connections. We use a single Gaussian as the output distribution for the WaveNet vocoder and
−7 as the lower bound for natural logarithm of the predicted Gaussian standard deviation (Ping et al.,
2019). We use 8 GPUs to train three multi-speaker ClariNet models with 20, 30, and 40 dilated
convolution layers in its WaveNet component, respectively. All three models are trained for 1.5M
steps using Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2015) with batch size 16. The learning rate is initially
set to 0.001, and it gets annealed by half at every 200K steps after the first 500K steps. Additional
hyperparameter settings are listed in Table 1.
4Demo website: https://multi-speaker-clarinet-demo.github.io/
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Figure 4: Principal components of the learned speaker embeddings of multi-speaker ClariNet with
40-layer WaveNet, shown with genders and regions of the speakers.
Table 2: Mean Opinion Score (MOS) ratings with 95% confidence intervals, speaker classification
accuracy, and speaker verification EERs (using 1 and 5 enrollment audios, denoted as EER-1 and
EER-5, respectively) of multi-speaker ClariNet, Deep Voice 2, and Deep Voice 3 trained on the
VCTK dataset. We train the speaker classification and verification models using the VCTK and
LibriSpeech datasets, respectively. The EER-1 and EER-5 on 50 held-out speakers from LibriSpeech
are 6.30% and 2.72%, respectively.
Multi-speaker Model MOS Accuracy EER-1 EER-5
VCTK Ground Truth 4.26± 0.38 100% 12.8% 5.4%
Multi-speaker ClariNet
20-layer WaveNet 3.75± 0.42 99.3% 12.2% 3.8%
30-layer WaveNet 3.90± 0.36 99.3% 12.3% 4.1%
40-layer WaveNet 3.89± 0.28 99.5% 12.1% 3.7%
Deep Voice 2
20-layer WaveNet 3.19± 0.44 98.8% 13.3% 4.2%
40-layer WaveNet 3.36± 0.37 99.9% 12.6% 3.7%
60-layer WaveNet 3.50± 0.23 99.5% 13.0% 3.9%
80-layer WaveNet 3.63± 0.31 99.9% 12.8% 3.7%
Deep Voice 3 30-layer WaveNet 3.74± 0.33 99.9% 12.8% 4.0%
We compare the proposed multi-speaker ClariNet to Deep Voice 2 (DV2) and Deep Voice 3 (DV3).
Four DV2 models are evaluated with 20, 40, 60 and 80 layers WaveNet, respectively.5 We also
evaluate DV3 with 30-layer WaveNet vocoder 5.
Naturalness: We randomly choose 10 speakers from the VCTK dataset and use a 10-sentence test set
to synthesize a total of 100 audios for each model. To evaluate the quality of these synthesized audio,
we run 5-scale mean opinion score (MOS) evaluations using the crowdMOS toolkit (Ribeiro et al.,
2011) on Amazon Mechanical Turk. The batches of samples from all these models were presented to
raters, which naturally induces a comparison between the models. We purposefully include ground
truth samples in the set being evaluated, and the ground truth MOS provides a reference for calibrating
the subjective evaluation.
The results are shown in Table 2. The results indicate that the quality of synthesized speech from
multi-speaker ClariNet is higher than that of both DV2 and DV3 with WaveNet vocoder. The multi-
speaker ClariNet with 20 layers (the fewest number of layers) outperforms DV2 with 80 layers (the
largest number of layers), and the multi-speaker ClariNet with 30 layers outperforms DV3 with the
same number of layers. From the results of DV2 and multi-speaker ClariNet, we also observe that the
quality generally improves as we add more layers of the dilated convolution in WaveNet.
Speaker identity: A multi-speaker TTS system that generates high fidelity and indistinguishable
voices would result in high MOS, but fail to meet the desired objective of reproducing the various
voices accurately. To show that our models can achieve high audio quality synthesis while preserving
5Independently trained WaveNet vocoder with softmax output.
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the speaker identities, we synthesize a total of 2484 audios for each model using a 23-sentence
test set on all 108 speakers from the VCTK dataset and use well-trained speaker classification and
verification models for evaluations as suggested by (Arik et al., 2017, 2018).
We follow the same setting to train a speaker classifier as in (Arik et al., 2017) on VCTK dataset to
classify which of the 108 speakers a speech sample belongs to. The classification results in Table 2
demonstrate that samples generated from multi-speaker ClariNet models are as distinguishable as the
ground truth audios as well as those generated from the DV2 and DV3 counterparts.
Speaker verification is the task of authenticating the claimed identity of a speaker, based on a test
audio and enrolled audios from the speaker. In particular, it performs binary classification to identify
whether the test audio and enrolled audios are from the same speaker (Snyder et al., 2016). We train
the same speaker verification model as in (Arik et al., 2018) using the LibriSpeech dataset, which
consists of 820 hours of audio data from 2484 speakers. As a quantitative performance metric, the
equal error-rate (EER) can be used to measure how close the audios generated from multi-speaker TTS
models are to the ground truth audios. EERs are estimated by randomly pairing up utterances from
the same or different speakers (50% for each case) from the test audios generated by multi-speaker
TTS models and the ground-truth samples from the VCTK dataset. We perform 40960 trials to obtain
the mean EERs using 1 and 5 enrollment audios, respectively. The results are listed in Table 2, where
the VCTK ground truth results represent EERs estimated from random pairing of utterances from the
VCTK dataset. The EERs of multi-speaker ClariNet models are comparable to those of the VCTK
ground truth, DV2, and DV3, which indicates that audios synthesized by multi-speaker ClariNet
models are highly distinguishable. Note that, the EERs of the VCTK ground truth may be higher
than those of the multi-speaker models, and this is caused by the discrepancy between the training
LibriSpeech dataset and the testing VCTK dataset (Arik et al., 2018).
Speaker embedding: In addition to evaluating the quality of the generated audio samples, we explore
the latent space of the learned speaker embeddings by visualizing them in a lower dimensional space.
The first two principal components of 32 dimensional speaker embeddings of multi-speaker ClariNet
are plotted in Figure 4. Each speaker is plotted as circle of a specific color depending on the gender
or region of the speaker. Although the embeddings are randomly initialized and learned without any
gender or region information of the speakers, the figure suggests that they encode discriminative
information for our generative models. Gender of the speakers has such an apparent discriminative
pattern that a linear classifier fit on the two dimensional space can classify the gender with high
accuracy. We also observe apparent discriminative patterns for region of the speakers. In particular,
Great Britain (red circle) and North America (green circle) regions can be perfectly separated by a
linear classifier. Such apparent distinction among the gender and region groups also validates that our
method can generate not only high quality but also distinguishable voices.
5 Conclusion
In this paper, we present multi-speaker ClariNet that can produce high-fidelity voices of various
speakers. The shared speaker embeddings can learn discriminative features of each speaker since they
serve as a bias to each component of the model. Also, by directly conditioning on the hidden state
from the bridge-net to the vocoder, the model can generate raw waveform from the text input without
a separately trained vocoder. The results show that this end-to-end model with speaker embedding
performs better than state-of-the-art multi-speaker models, even with fewer layers in the vocoder.
Despite the good performance of the model, we still think there exists a room for improvement.
For instance, applying the parallel wave generation method described in (Ping et al., 2019) to the
current autoregressive vocoder could reduce huge amount of running time at inference. In addition,
multi-speaker ClariNet can be used for voice cloning. One simple approach described in (Arik
et al., 2018) is training a speaker encoder model to predict the speaker embedding of an unseen
speaker, which can then be plugged into the multi-speaker model. However, training a speaker
encoder requires a larger dataset with more speakers than the VCTK dataset, since it is difficult to
generalize speaker characteristics with only a hundred speakers. In the future, we would like to train
our multi-speaker ClariNet model on the LibriTTS dataset (Zen et al., 2019), which consists of 585
hours of audio recordings from 2456 speakers.
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